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TOA's TS-Series
Portable Conference System

Lightweight, easy-to-set-up. . .
and affordable!
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Reliable

Want to set up your next meeting. . . fast?
Get the conference system that lets you handle
any size meeting simply and easily.

Take it anywhere and set it up in minutes! Truly "a-meeting-in-a-box," TOA's TS-Series Conference
System is designed with all the features you'd expect in a system costing thousands more, yet
anyone can "plug-n-play" in no time.

CLEAR, CRISP SOUND WITH NO MICROPHONE FEEDBACK.
The TS-Series combines a speaker and microphone in one station and puts this easy-to-use
combination right in front of each speaker. No more groping for the mic when you want to

Affordable

speak! And you can hear clearly through you own speaker what's said
around the table. What's more, there's no annoying and disruptive
mic feedback-now your meetings can be effective and productive!

CHAIRPERSON'S OVERRIDE

Now you can control your

WITH THE TS-SERIES, THE CHAIRPERSON IS DEFINITELY IN CONTROL.
With a push-to-talk switch on each station, both delegates and chairperson have
a convenient way to be heard. And all stations include an easy-to-see LED at the
top of the mic shaft that indicates visually who is speaking. But the chairperson
has an additional feature that allows override of all delegates, plus a built-in
chime that notifies all that he is resuming control. Multiple chairperson stations
can be used, and for further flexibility, the number of delegate stations that
are in use simultaneously can be set before the meeting begins.

meetings easily and quickly

with a simple button-push.
You instantly have the floor.

SIMPLE, EASY CONTROL

All controls, plus power
and signal connections are
conveniently located on the

TS-700 System Controller.

PROFESSIONAL DETAILS RESULT FROM TOA'S EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE.
If you're accustomed to the usual garble that results from trying to record a conference, TOA's

TS-Series will delight you. Because each of the delegate's stations and the chairperson's station
is equipped with its own recording output, each person that is speaking comes through on
the recording clearly and distinctly. And when delegates forget to turn their mic off, an
automatic time-out will do it for them! When it comes to set-up, quick-lock
connectors let you put the system together in minutes, while at the same time

they keep connections secure in even the most "enthusiastic" of meetings.

Portable

COMPACT AND EASY-TO-STORE, AND TAKES UP LESS TABLE SPACE.
Slow it away in your hotel room or in the trunk of your car. Then carry it into your meeting

Expandable

the next morning to create a professional conference environment.
Or set it up as a permanent addition to any conference room. Either

way, TOA's TS-Series

will enhance the look and the communications
of any meeting. And you avoid the high cost
of a built-in system. The TS-Series. It gives you
exactly the right combination of state-of-the-art
features, portability and cost.
For more information, call your nearest

professional audio dealer or contact TOA
Electronics at 800-733-7088.
JUST PLUG-N-PLAY!

Quick-lock connectors make set-up
simple and quick. Just put the stations
in place and plug them in. Perfect
for meetings of 4 to 140 people!
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SYSTEM
DIAGRAM

S YS T E M C O M P O N E N T S
TS-701 CHAIRPERSON
STATION

Removable microphone
LED mic light
Press-to-talk priority switch

TS-700 SYSTEM CONTROLLER

jacks for PA and BGM systems

Switches

for delegate
simultaneous operation
and mic-off timing

activates chime and override
delegates' stations

Press-on/press-off talk switch
Recording output jack
Quick-lock mini-connector
Connection cable included

TS-702 DELEGATE
STATION

Removable microphone
LED mic light
Press-on/press-off talk switch
Recording output jack
Quick-lock mini-connector
Connection cable included
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Supplies DC power to all stations
Mic jack and Aux 1 & 2 input

Line 1 & 2 output jacks
RCA pin-jack and phone-jack
record out jacks

YR-700 EXTENSION CABLE

 Allows

remote location of
TS-700 System Controller
in fixed installations to a
distance of 32.8' (10m)

TOA Electronics, Inc.
Ph: (650) 588-2538 Fax: (650) 588-3349

TOA Canada Corporation
Ph: (905) 564-3570 Fax: (905) 564-3569
www.toaelectronics.com

WE'RE NOT ABOUT TO
LET YOU FALL BEHIND.™

